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Motivation

Basic Problem

Motivation and Examples

People act more generously when they are observed (and
observe others) in social settings

I Nonprofit institutions and applications on the internet try to
take advantage of social connections and cues to promote
giving

I DonorsChoose, Change.org, Wikipedia, Facebook’s “Causes”

I Cooter and Broughman’s (2005) proposed “donation registry”
I No clear evidence on how or why charitable giving behavior

reacts to observing previous donations, or to being observed

Theoretical interest: models of altruistic behavior (warm glow,
public goods, impact, Kantian, etc.), reciprocity, reputation, and
signalling
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Basic Problem

Unpacking the Social Giving Duffel Bag

Some reasons why people may be more generous in social settings
I Reputation-Seekers: (e.g., Harbaugh, 1998b) for fun or profit

(e.g., signal type for later coordination, e.g., Levy and Razin (2007))
I Influencers: Try to get others to give more; perhaps because they

care about (their influence on) the outcomes (e.g., Andreoni, 2006)
I People just like to give more in group settings. Or followers are

consistently favorably surprised by others’ gifts and thus give more

Policy makers and charitable organisations are very interested in
(but uncertain about) the effectiveness of such policies
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Why an Influence?

I Signaling and Reputation and Mean-altruism: Asymmetric
information over average altruism in the population. We seek
reputation for relative altruism (as primal, or for multi-stage game).
Leader’s gift an informative signal.

I Signaling quality: The public good/charity may be of uncertain
value. Leader’s gift is a signal of this value (e.g., Vesterlund, 2003).

I Behavioral: E.g., conformity as primal desire (e.g., Bernheim,
1994; Akerlof, 1982) or “lose face” (primal) if gift less then partner’s.
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Previous Work

Previous Work.
I Rege and Telle (2004) use a public bad framing and note that

their subjects (chosen specifically to be strangers) take less
money out of the common pool when they are observed by
other subjects.

I Andreoni and Petrie (2004): 5-subject groups play eight
rounds of a standard linear public good/VCM game

I Treatments:
I no-revelation
I revealing identities alone (digital photographs)
I revealing individual amounts contributed after each round

I Finding: Revealing contributions with photographs after each
round positively and significantly effects the level of contribution.
But they do not disentangle various effects.

I Field experiments with actual charitable giving (Carman, 2003;
Shang & Croson, 2005; Soetevent, ’05), estimating “reduced form” combined
effects.
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Our contribution
I Charity as beneficiary; motives distinct from “in-group” games

I Policy relevance for fundraising organisations
I Relevance to models of charitable giving
I Rules out fairness and reciprocity considerations (present in

public good or dictator games)
I Rules out cooperation for “profit-seeking” (e.g., by rational

egoist who believes others are not)

I Reputation-seeking distinguished from Influencer motive
I Design is able to quantify the actual effect of previous

contributions:clear distinction between phase 1 (leader) gifts
and phase 2 (follower) gifts Beliefs over perceived influence

I Consistency of apparent influence-seeking, actual influence,
and percieved influence

I Differentiate reputation and influence/influence-seeking effects (by
gender,age, etc)
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Table: Laboratory and field precursors
Author (Year), Title Setting Charity/VCM Reports & Anonymity Findings/Focus

Andreoni & Petrie (2004)

Rege & Telle (2004)

Guth, Levati et al. (2007)

Potters et al. (2001)

Shang & Croson

Carman (2003)

Soetevent (2005)

PG experiments without 
confidentiality: a glimpse into fund-
raising

Social Influences & the Public 
Provision of PGs

Field Experiments in Charitable 
Contribution: The Impact of Social 
Influence on the Voluntary Provision 
of PG's

The impact of social approval & 
framing on cooperation in PG 
situations

Why Announce Leadership 
Contributions? An Experimental 
Study of the Signaling & Reciprocity 
Hypotheses

"Leading by Example in a PG 
Experiment with Heterogeneity & 
Incomplete Info."

INFLUENCER, F-INFLUENCED. All treatments: Leaders 
gift > followers' (esp. in latter periods). Presence of leader 
increases avg. contribution. Data requires reanalysis.

Anonymity in Giving in a Natural 
Context: An Economic Field 
Experiment in 30 Churches

Lab, UG students, 
Nottingham.

Linear PG of uncertain 
(treated: leader's private 
information) value. Binary 
contribution decisions.

Leader acts, then follower 
observes [or not], acts.

Field (churches in The 
Netherlands).

Giving to church and 
special church appeals.

Can observe neighbour's gift, 
total previous gift.

[REPSEEK + INFLUENCER + F-INFLUENCED] 
Reducing anonymity (bags to baskets) leads to some 
increase in donation for certain "offerings "; effect peters 
out with time.

Linear Public Bad (take 
from box)

Lab (UG business and 
econ. students).  5-
subject groups, play 8 
rounds, rematched with 
new groups 5 times.

Charity/diffuse public good: 
Public radio, donors 
telephone in.

Charity (United Way).

Linear Public Good/VCM.

Field: Workplace (bank) 
giving, teams based on 
location and business 
line, panel data.

Lab, students, selected to 
be strangers.

Field: public-radio giving 
campaign.

Lab, UG students, 
various disciplines, Max 
Planck Institute, Jena.

Linear VCM, 24x w/ same 
group of 4, simtns or 
sequential ctrbn. with exog. 
or elected leader w/ or w/o 
exclusion.

[REPSEEK + INFLUENCER + ALTRUISM], 
[INFLUENCER + ALTRUISM], F-INFLUENCED.  Profit 
report each stage ⇒  potential INFLUENCER always.  
Reputation-seeking ignored.  Leaders/laggards analysis 
(imprecise). "Reporting" ⇒ little effect; photos ⇒ Giving ⇑ 
(reputation?), photos+report ⇒ giving ⇑⇑.

"Pacesetters" (high-level 
employees) give first, then the 
rest.

Group's net contribution known 
after each period.  Treatments 
report all subjects' identities 
(photos), donations 
(individually), or both.

Identity and contribution 
revealed to group, other 
framing effects.

[REPSEEK + INFLUENCER] significant. Not separated.

[F-INFLUENCED] Positive impact of reported previous 
gift in fund drive (but manipulated information)

[REPSEEK + INFLUENCER], F-INFLUENCED. Groups 
influence individual participation & contribution (IV 
approach). Captains/pacesetters give more, even after 
controls.

“We had another member, 
they contributed $75 [$180 or 
$300].”

[INFLUENCER], [F-INFLUENCED] in a special signaling 
case (informed first donor), not when returns are 
common knowledge.

Contribution (of leader) 
revealed, but no personal 
identification.
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Summary of our Findings

I Subjects donated more compared to the BL treatment of
anonymous donation when

I their donation and identity is observed before phase 2 subjects
make a donation choice

I their donation but not their identity is observed after phase
two subjects made donation choice (this is a puzzle!)

I Identified reporting has an influence: “followers” donations
increases in reported “leaders” gift, where the giver is identified

I In predicting the follower’s gift (identified) leaders seem to
expect they will have an influence

I Subjects who do not trust the use of money by Brot f.d. Welt
donated significantly less, females donated more
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Experimental Design

I University of Jena Experimental lab
I Used Double-Blind protocol, rule out seeking to reputation

concerns towards experimenter
I 144 mainly student subjects participated in the experiment, 82

female
I Subjects can donate to a real world charity (Brot für die Welt)

out of their endowment (€8, more than the local expectation
for an experiment of one hour (€6))

I Subjects made a single donation decision, either in phase 1 or
in phase 2 (depending on their treatment assignment).
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Timing and reporting structure
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Phase 1 Treatments

I Baseline: Subject donates without any reporting
I Report Donation Before: Subject’s donation but not her

identity was revealed to a subject in the second group before
Phase 2

I Report Donation After: Subject’s donation but not her
identity was revealed to a subject in the second group after
Phase 2

I Report Donation and Id Before: Subject’s donation and her
identity was revealed to a subject in the second group before
Phase 2

I Report Donation and Id After: Subject’s donation and her
identity was revealed to a subject in the second group after
Phase 2
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Expected Effects

Motives
Treatment Warm glow Influence in Influence out Reputation
Baseline (BL) X
Report before 2 (RDb2) X X X
Report after 2 (RDa2) X X
Reveal id. before 2 (RDIb2) X X X X
Reveal id. after 2 (RDIa2) X X X

Hypotheses:

BL < RDa2< RDb2< RDIb2

and

BL < RDa2< RDIa2< RDIb2

Ordering of RDIa2 and RDb2 depends on the relative importance of the desire to influence a partner’s laboratory behavior
relative to the desire for reputation (and also depending on whether people believed that their influence outside the laboratory
would be greater when their identity was revealed).
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Phase 2 Treatments

I Baseline (BL2): Subject donates without receiving a report
I Receive Anonymous Information (RecAI) : Subject receives

information about donation “g ” of a non-identified (RDb2)
subject, and then makes his donation choice.

I Receive Identified Information (RecId): Subject receives
information about donation “gj ” of an identified (RDIb2)
subject “ j”, and then makes his donation choice.

In the Phase 2 treatments, none of the subjects’ donations or identities
were reported to anyone else.
Hypotheses:

RecAI subjects’ gift are “increasing” in the donation report (g).
RecId subjects’ gift are “increasing” in the donation report (gj)
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Meet and Greet Stage

I Meet and Greet stage to reduce social distance between
subjects whose identity are reported

I All subjects were prompted on the screen that they should
meet a specific individual identified by computer number

I All subjects participated (also the subjects with no reporting)
I Subjects in treatments without identification met a subject

that was not the subject their donation was reported to
I Subjects in treatment with identification met the subject to

whom their ID was reported

I Therefore the only differences in how subjects were treated
during the experiment was the forms of (non-) revelation of
their donation
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Bringing the World into the Lab
I Home-grown rather than induced values; homegrown values

are very heterogeneous.
I However, compared to public good’s experiments, strategic

considerations or motivations of reciprocity (or expected
reciprocal behavior) can be ruled out as underlying motivating
factors

I Although we have a randomized design, actual realization need
not be exactly balanced

I To sharpen our results we control for observable heterogeneity
with the survey measures:

I trust in the charity (surveyed)
I propensity for charitable giving in general
I gender
I religious attendance
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Expected results (example again)
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Actual results (means table)

Treatment Mean Median Sd Min Max
Contribution Ctrbn. Ctrbn. Ctrbn. Ctrbn.

No report (n=22) 1.75 1.25 1.97 0.00 8.00
Rep. don. b4 ph. 2 (n=22) 1.61 1.00 1.45 0.00 5.00
Rep. don. after ph. 2 (n=22) 2.62 2.00 2.02 0.00 8.00
Rep. id. before ph. 2 (n=22) 2.82 3.00 2.06 0.00 8.00
Rep. id. after ph. 2 (n=22) 1.97 1.00 1.51 0.00 5.00
Total (n=110) 2.15 2.00 1.85 0.00 8.00
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Actual results (regression)
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Giving by treatment: scatterplot
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Giving by treatment: scatterplot (medians)
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Regression Analysis

Full Regression

Dependent Variable: Contributions in e

Report before phase 2 0.20 (0.70)
Report after phase 2 1.32+ (0.68)
Report Id 1.39* (0.68)
Report Id after phase 2 -1.89* (0.95)
Net: Report Id before 1.59* (0.68)
Net: Report Id after 0.82 (0.68)
Informed of ctrbn. 0.021 (0.88)
Informed of ctrbn. and ID -1.72 (1.12)
Partner’s Contribution -0.57 (0.35)
Inf. ID × Partner’s ctrbn. 1.11** (0.42)
Net: Partner’s Id’d ctrbn. 0.54* (0.24)
Stage 2 1.35* (0.68)
Female 0.24 (0.36)
Trust BfdW 1.54** (0.55)
Not church-going -0.35 (0.36)
Constant 0.093 (1.12)
_se 2.18** (0.14)

N 176
pseudo R2 0.039

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Regression Analysis

Phase 1: Regression Analysis

Stage 1 Contributions in e
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Report Id.X TimeRep. Male Female

model
Report before phase 2 0.74 (0.59) 0.26 (0.62) 0.37 (0.94) 0.53 (0.85)
Report after phase 2 0.93 (0.58) 1.32* (0.60) 1.32 (1.03) 1.30+ (0.75)
Report Id 0.19 (0.44) -0.65 (0.59) -0.55 (0.92) -0.89 (0.77)
Female 0.61 (0.40) 0.52 (0.39)
Gave before 1.18** (0.42) 1.14** (0.41) 1.76** (0.60) 0.61 (0.56)
Don’t Trust BfdW -1.87** (0.66) -1.74** (0.65) -2.56* (1.20) -1.06 (0.85)
Report Id. before 2 1.72* (0.85) 1.97 (1.22) 1.53 (1.17)
Constant 0.70 (0.54) 0.78 (0.53) 0.46 (0.83) 1.45** (0.54)

sigma
Constant 1.97** (0.15) 1.93** (0.15) 1.79** (0.22) 1.98** (0.19)

N 110 110 46 64
pseudo R2 0.050 0.059 0.127 0.028

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Regression Analysis

Phase 2: Probability of Donation

I Do previous contributions actually have an influence?

Actual Influence
(1) (2)

Informed Inf. X Contr. Part.

Informed over Id. 0.39 (0.45) -1.62 (1.02)
ContributionPartner -0.40+ (0.23)
Inf. Id. × Contr.Part. 1.14+ (0.62)
Constant 0.92** (0.23) 1.69** (0.61)

N 60 44
pseudo R2 0.016 0.211

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Phase 2: Actual Influence

Actual Influence
(1) (2)

Informed over don. only -1.42+ (0.80)
Informed over Id. 1.23 (0.80) -1.05 (1.09)
ContributionPartner -0.51 (0.34)
Inf. Id. × Contr.Part. 1.02* (0.42)
Constant 2.65** (0.56) 2.08** (0.71)

sigma
Constant 2.59** (0.27) 2.18** (0.27)

N 66 44
pseudo R2 0.013 0.051

Standard errors in parentheses
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Do Subjects Think that They Have an Influence
Belief of Partners Contribution

(1) (2)
Reported Id. Reported

Report b4 ph. 2 1.08* (0.43)
Report after ph 2 1.05* (0.43)
Contribution -0.14 (0.13) -0.15 (0.13)
_ITimXContr_1 0.58** (0.16)
_ITimXContr_2 0.14 (0.16)
Belief_average_contr 0.28** (0.092) 0.29** (0.092)
_ITimeRepora1 1.08* (0.47)
_ITimeRepora2 1.00* (0.47)
_ITimXContra1 0.52** (0.19)
_ITimXContra2 0.13 (0.17)
Report Id. 0.046 (0.40)
_IIdRXContr_1 0.068 (0.15)
Constant -0.21 (0.33) -0.21 (0.33)

sigma
Constant 1.13** (0.076) 1.13** (0.076)

N 110 110
pseudo R2 0.187 0.189
Standard errors in parentheses
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Questionnaire: Reputation
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Questionnaire: Influence
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Questionnaire: Influenced
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Summary

I Focus: Subjects’ in-the-lab donation for a real world charity
I Subjects donate more if their identity and their donation is

revealed to another subject before that other subject makes a
decision

I Subjects in the second phase react to previous donations only
if the identity of the other subject has been revealed to them

I Subjects think they have an influence
I Puzzle: Subjects donate more if their donation is

anonymously revealed only where it is reported to another
subject after that subject makes a decision.
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